
Blank Proposal Cover
with blind embossedlabel frame
Your choice of 1 piece or 2 piece

A. Hide-A-BindTaped Connector Tab
Used to connect bound proposal to proposal cover.
Permanent version

B. Removable Hide-A-Bind Taped Connector Tab Set
Used to connect bound proposal to proposal cover.
Removable version

Proposal Label
8 1/2 x 11 inch sheet with die-cut 6 x 8 1/2 inch label
(free word template available)

Translucent Fly Sheet
(Optional) for first page of bound proposal 8 1/2 x 11

PROPOSAL COVER ORDER FORM
Order any item in any quantity.

50 folder minimum
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Address _________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________   

SHIP  Firm name  _________________________________
TO: attn:  _________________________________

DATE: ______________  

Questions? Phone CPA Marketing Group  800 369-6651 • FAX 888 369-6651
                P.O. Box 3467, Lisle, IL 60532-8467              

1.  Blank Proposal Cover with blind embossed label frame ......................................... $   1.50 x ___________= ___________  
2.  Hide-A-Bind (1-piece) for use with plastic or wire combs ..................................... $    .18 x ___________= ___________
3.  Removable Hide-A-Bind (2-piece set) for use with plastic or wire combs ............. $    .32 x ___________= ___________
4.  Proposal Label ......................................................................................................... $    .60 x ___________= ___________  
5.  Translucent Fly Sheet .............................................................................................. $    .30 x ___________= ___________   

 Balance due  _________

Have your proposal stand out from the crowd, using our simple, yet impressive proposal system.  
Print any graphic from your color laser or inkjet printer on to a special custom label, then apply the 
label to our patented “Hide-A-Bind” report cover system. We also offer the “proposal cover” on a 
traditional two piece (front and back) cover system as well.  
To add the finishing touch, print out a matching title sheet for the first page of your proposal.  
You are only limited to your imagination.

Compute final pricing below and fax order to 888-369-6651.


